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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Each person it faced with numerous problems during his life

time. If a pupil can be taught to face her problems and come to suit-

able solutions she will probably enjoy a happier life. Williamson

and Lyle reminded teachers of the importance of problem solving in

classroom learning situations. They saldi

The best way for a girl to learn to meet and solve the
problems of everyday living is to meet them and solve them
over and over again, with some wise person to guide her
past serious pitfalls of poor judgment and ignorance.

Problem-solving experiences are important in learning and are Important

in pupil development.

In their studies Wellington and Wellington found much evidence

supporting the Importance of including problem solving learning ex-

periences in the classroom. According to them it should be the

teacher's chief approach in the classroom and should be used much more

frequently than it is now. In comparison of approaches to education

most of their studies indicated that the problem solving approach was

more motivational and that it brought Improved attitudes and more command

2
of basic skill than did some other teaching methods. They suggested

*Maude Williamson and Mary Stewart Lyle, Homeinaklng Education in
the High School , p. 128.

—

*C. B. Wellington and Jean Wellington, Teaching for Critical
Thinking , p. 33.



Increasing emphasis upon forms of teaching that will Instill in students

active reasoning, not just memorization. Wellington and Wellington

found that!

Some educators consider thinking the ultimate end of
all teaching, its final aim; others say it is but a vital
part of the total learning process; all agree that it is
important .

1

Burton et al. stated thati "Even for the simple affairs of

everyday life, accurate thinking is probably a critical factor in

the success or failure of individuals, families, and larger groups."

It is this critical thinking that is necessary for effective problem

solving.

Lux believed that there was need in teaching for creativeness,

for education of Inquiring minds, and for greater individual initia-

tive rather than blind following of tradition and instructions. He

statedt

There is an evident need for a greater emphasis on the
teaching of problem solving, and most of the blocks to the
problem solving method can and should be overcome. 3

Of all persons eighteen or older in the United States, three

out of four are married and living with their spouses. In 1950

there were 74,695,657 married people and in 1960 there were 85,166,281--

an Increase of approximately ten and one-half million. In the year

1960 there were 1,527,000 marriages in the United States.
4

A large

I Ibid., p. 12.

2Burton, Kimball, and Wing, Education for Effective Thinking , p. 5.

3D. G. Lux, "Teach Them How to Solve Problems," Industrial Arts
and Vocational Education . 150.

4"The America the '60 Census Shows," U. S. News and ftorld Report . 49.



percent of the population of today are married during their life

timet. Married persons face numerous problems preceding and during

marriage* If some of these problems are presented to pupils and they

are taught how to find solutions for them It is hoped that they will

be better able to solve their problems during their own marriages.

Some work on problem solving In a home economics classroom

has been done. In a study on the experimental use of the problem

solving method In teaching a ninth grade home economics class,

Peterson developed a unit entitled, "Importance of Relationships In

Family and Community." She concluded In her major findings that after

using the problem solving method of teaching "there was definite and

specific evidence of pupil growth toward unit objectives" and that

there was "Indicated pupil gain in ability to think critically about

family problem situations."

I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The purposes in this study were:

1. To develop a unit In marriage and family living

based on Identified needs of a group of twelfth

grade pupils.

2. To provide learning experiences that allowed pupils

to develop problem solving skills.

Peterson, Bernadine H. "Experimental Use of the Problem Solving
Method in Teaching a Beginning Home Economics Class." Unpublished
Doctor's Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1962.



3. To evaluate learning results.

These purposes were carried out throughi

1. Careful investigation of pupil needs in the family

living area and the more specific marriage and family

area, plus investigation of the individual needs of

the twelfth grade pupils in the study.

2. Development of a unit entitled "When You Marry," which

was planned and taught with emphasis on problem solving

as the means through which learning occurred.

3. Evaluation of the quality of the learning that took

place by instruments available and Instruments developed

before and during the unit.

In this study the investigator and the teacher of the unit are

the same individual. This study was based on and patterned after one

completed by Peterson in 1962 at the University of Wisconsin with the

author's permission.

II. PROCEDURE

A review of the literature on problem solving was made. The

importance of problem solving and its implication for a family living

unit were investigated. I study of the twelfth grade pupils in the

group, their backgrounds and abilities, was made through observations,

reports, and the Differential Aptitude Test. Needs of these pupils in

George K. Bennett, Harold G. Seashore, Alexander G. Wesman,
Differential 'ptltude Tests.



relation to family living, and marriage and family living, ware

identified.

The unit, ".vhen You Harry," was developed around the needs of

these pupils and problem solving learning experiences were incorporated.

Objectives for the unit were set up through the use of a two-dimensional

chart illustrated by Tyler. 1 Lesson problems based on pupil needs were

developed to meet the objectives for the unit. Each lesson problem

Included recognized objectives, generalizations, learning experiences,

and situations for evaluation. Resources for teacher and pupils were

listed and used in teaching the unit (Appendix A).

The amount and nature of learning, understanding, and critical

thinking ability were evaluated by the means of two tests, the "Marriage

Situations Analysis Test" (Appendix b), developed by the Investigator,

and the "Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Fora AM."
2

Class-

room events and situations and pupil responses during the lessons

served as additional means for evaluation.

III. THE SITUATION

The Pupils in ihe. Study

The experimental group in this study included eighteen twelfth

grade girls enrolled in the fourth year of home economics in a rural

XRalph W. Tyler, flasjj; Pilnctplfi nl Curri Allium and Instruct Inn
, p. 32.

2Goodwln Watson and E. M. Glaser, Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
A;,pralsal Form AM, (Chicagoi World Book Company, 1952-T



consolidated high school during April and May of 1964. The age of the

pupils ranged from seventeen years three months to nineteen years

three months. The median age of the pupils was seventeen years seven

months.

Each of the pupils was enrolled in either four or five courses

during the first semester of the school year. Sixteen were enrolled

In fourth year Home Economical seventeen in Constitution; thirteen in

Office Practlcet nine in Shorthand! seven in Sociology! four in Book-

keeping! four in English IVi four In Occupational two in English III;

one in Spanish I; and one in American History. Two pupils that were

not in Home Economics the first semester enrolled for the second

semester and therefore were part of the group in the study. The first

semester grade averages for each subject are presented for each pupil

in Appendix C.

Eleven of the group were rural pupils and seven lived in towns

surrounding the high school. Twelve fathers of the pupils were

farmers! two were railroaders) one was a custodian! one a welderi

and one an oil field worker. The father of one of the pupils was

not living. Two mothers worked outside of the home, one as a waitress

and the other as a telephone operator. The others were full-time

homemakers.

The average number of children in each family represented in

the group was five. The range in number of siblings was from one to

eleveni five pupils had one sibling! one had eleven and one had ten.

Three of the eighteen pupils were married and four were engaged.



The High School

The high school which served as a laboratory for the study was

a consolidated rural school in its sixth year of operation. Pupils

were from the rural areas and from the five small towns surrounding

the school. Transportation by bus was provided from the home of each

pupil. The enrollment for the 1963-1964 year was 167 pupils in grades

nine through twelve.

The high school faculty was composed of eleven teachers | one

librarian, and one principal. The curriculum Included four years of

home economics, two years of Spanish, two years of Latin, three years

of Industrial arts, two years of typing, and one year each of American

history, world history, constitution, sociology, occupations, speech,

psychology, general science, chemistry, biology, bookkeeping, short-

hand, office practice, general mathematics, algebra, geometry,

trigonometry, physical education, band, glee club, and mixed chorus.

Several extra class activities were also offered.

The Community

The community surrounding the high school in the study Included

five small towns. Each of these towns had Its elementary school. In

previous years one town had a Catholic parochial school, but this was

a public school at the time of the study.

The main occupation in the territory in which the school was

located was farming. The main agricultural crops were wheat, sorghums,

alfalfa, and prairie hay. The main livestock was cattle and hogs. Also



about fifty percent of the farms had oil walls on thara and this pro-

vided a source of income in the community.

IV. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS IN THIS STUDY

Terms are defined for use In this study as follows:

Evaluation ! Interpretation of the amount and quality of learning

that takes place in * particular situation toward attainment of stated

objectives.

Experience ! Any activity in or out of class that pertains to

the personal development of pupils in relation to learning objectives.

Generalization ! A cooiplete thought that expresses an under-

lying truth, Is universal in nature, and usually Indicates relation-

ship between concepts.

Heed i Something required, useful or desired for pupils that Is

lacking or not fully developed for ultimate personal growth in re-
o

latlon to learning objectives.

Objectlve i Behavioral change desired for pupils.

Problemi A situation for which a pupil does not have an immediate

adaptive response.

iMaxlne Lovell Hunziger, "An Exploratory Study to Identify Concepts
and Determine Concept Attainment In a Home Economics Education Course,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Kansas State University, Manhattan, 1964.

^Peterson, o£. cit .. p. 13.



Problem Solvinm Procesg involving critical thinking which a

pupil uses to find her way out of a perplexing situation.

Pupil i A high school girl*

V. PUN FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE REPORT

A survey of literature related to the problem solving process

and to preparation of individuals for marriage and family living are

Included in Chapter II. Implications are drawn for the teacher.

Chapter III includes objectives and the plan for the unit

"When You Marry," a portion of a twelfth grade home economics course.

Teaching-learning results are presented and analyzed in Chapter IV.

Chapter V includes summarized findings and recommendations.

Appendices contain teaching materials and evaluation instruments

developed for and/or used in this study and data concerning pupils in

the experimental group.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Life is full of problems! How oftan have we heard someone say

this either jokingly or seriously? But is it not true that life is

full of problems, little ones and big ones? Decisions are made

continually—what to wear, what to do first, where to go. Every day

each person is faced with problems from morning until night. This

may indicate that life is nothing but drudgery. Who wants to be

faced with one problem after another? But if we know what problems

are and can attempt to solve them, life takes on a much more optimistic

light. Therefore it seems that experience with problem solving is

important to learning and development.

I. PROBLEM SOLVING

Values of Problem Solving

Why are teachers concerned about thinking for problem solving?

Thinking is a process that requires an uncommon response and a process

that Is not easily attainable, but the ability to solve problems appears

to be extremely Important. Spafford indicatedi

Both teachers and parents have been inclined to select
the problems to be solved by the children in their growing
up, and all too often to decide on what was the right answer.
The child must grow in ability to recognize problems of con-
cern to him during formal schooling if he is to recognize
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them when he is not only free but alio expected to direct
hie own living. Pupils need to be guided in selecting
problems of interest and value to them as a group and to
them as individuals, guided in recognizing their need for
help and In asking for it. 1

Hall and Paoluccl believed that problem solving through thinking

had lasting value that helped a person adjust to new situations In

his daily living. They stressed that one of the major concerns of our

society In recent years has been that many people do not use their

thinking potential. Thinking and learning are not identical processes,

they Indicated. A student may forget quickly a large part of what he

o
has learned but the ability to think is not lost.

Seashore and Van Dusen thought problem solving was of value to

us because of the feeling we received after we cane to a workable

solution. They believed that if someone had a problem on his mind,

especially if it was a major one, he was likely to feel restless, dis-

agreeable, and generally uncomfortable. The person may even have had

trouble in concentrating on his work. However, if something effective

is done about the problem a feeling of exhilaration results. They

indicated that another Important benefit of knowing how to solve

problems was the time saved. If time was 6pent worrying about problems

and searching for solutions that are often unsatisfactory this was

wasted time that could have been spent In satisfaction and fun.

Seashore and Van Dusen also Indicated that if a person could solve

his own problems he was showing signs of maturity. By learning to

!lvol Spafford, Fundamentals In Teaching Home Economics , p. 211.

2oilve A. Hell and Beatrice Paoluccl, Teaching Home Economics ,

pp • 232™233

•
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handle problems well a person was proving to himself and others that

he could assume responsibility.

Four important values of thinking given by Burton et al. were

(1) to direct our efforts toward a purposei (2) to anticipate diffi-

culties and thus prepare in advance; (3) to Increase our meaning of

things and symbolsj and (4) to contribute to the stability and

security of life for both the individual and the society.
2

The values

of learning to solve problems effectively appear to be significant.

Learning to think effectively for successful solution of problems may

have a direct bearing on the lives and happiness of individuals.

Steps In Problem Solving

Problem solving begins when one identifies exactly what Is wrong

and what needs to be changed. As soon as the problem is clearly de-

fined the second step, that of collecting facts, begins. Froman

suggested that the problem solver get a reasonable amount of information,

then stop and digest the evidence that is available. The next step is

finding the "right" solution. The facts should be put together in the

most logical way to fora the solution, then the solution should be

tested.
3

iRobert H. Seashore and A. C. Van Dusen, How to Solve Your
Problems , pp. 4-5.

~~

2Burton, Kimball, and Wing, 0£. clt.. pp. 270-271.

3Froman, "Strengthen Your Reasoning Power," Nation' s Business.
L (July, 1962), 84.
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Wellington and Wellington Identified the problem solving process

as five steps including anxiety, definition, research, hypothesis, and

appraisal. First, the pupil must have a feeling of need or interest

for learning something, fecond, he must be guided to determine which

problems he should pursue and how he should pursue them. Third, there

is a carrying out of research or experimentation to 6olve the problems.

The fourth step, or the hypothesis, is the pursuit of the solution of

the problems through general discussion in view of all evidence found.

The last step is an appraisal of the solution and determination of the

application for future use.

Lux Indicated that individuals frequently reacted to problems

and questions on the basis of incomplete Information or by resorting to

memorized responses. The fault, he implied, lay in mental "tunnel

vision" developed by schooling and society which emphasized right

answers without concern for the process or the steps by which answers

o
are obtained.

The feeling expressed by Scheerer was that many people were

unable to solve their problems because they had a set fixation that

stood in the way. Scheerer believed that the insight, or the ability

to see and understand clearly, was the essential element in intelligent

problem solving, and that fixation was its archenemy. Fixation may be

Wellington and Wellington, 0£. cit., p. 31.

2 Lux, op., cit .. p. 148.
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overcome and in»lght attained by a sudden shift in the way a problem

is viewed. Scheeier believed each problem had a structure of its own

that pointed the way to its solution, so he gave no definite steps for

problem solving.

Peterson summarized the steps in problem solving as follows!

1. The stage of anxiety . During this stage a sense of
need is aroused in the Individual. Curiosity is evidenced.
A sense of exploration is apparent.

2« The stage of definition . The problem is described or
defined to the satisfaction of the individual. Many in-
dividuals fail to solve their problems because they are
unable to define or Identify them. It is highly unlikely
that a problem will be solved successfully if it cannot be
recognized and defined.

3. The stage of research or experimentation . This is
the stage of activity. Information is collected concerning
the problem. Some Information collected may later prove to
be irrelevant, but it is important to gather any information
which appears to have likelihood of usefulness in the solu-
tion of the problem.

*• The stage of hypothesis . During this stage the
individual tries out (mentally or actually) possible solutions
to the problem. Several solutions may be suggested for some
problems) others may evoke only one. At times no solution
will be reached and the process may have to be repeated
wholly or partially, so that a solution can be hypothesized.

5. The stage of appraisal . Solutions are evaluated and the
"best" solution may be identified. Frequently during this stage
the entire process is appraised as it relates to this particular
problem.

*M. Scheerer, "Problem Solving," Scientific American. 128.

2Peterson, o£. clt.. pp. 21-22.
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lechnlcs for Teaching for Problem Solving Skill

There axe certain technics available to the teacher that may be

valuable tools to guide pupils toward problem solving skills. The

effective teacher will learn the technics most conducive to this type

of learning. Wellington and Wellington wrote about six main technics

in teaching for problem solving. These are discussion, multlsensory,

laboratory, communications, small group, and lecture. Discussion

technlc is desirable In the early stages of problem solving, when

the problem is defined. It is used almost exclusively in defining

problems because It alone allows for an Interchange of ideas between

and among the teacher and pupils. Discussion Is a flow of words which

takes place among the members of a group and their leader as they try

to define or solve their problems. Wellington and Wellington explained

that the teacher should encourage more discussion among pupils and

discourage to a certain degree exchanges between pupil and teacher. 1

These writers discussed the multlsensory technlc and defined it

as "the use by the teacher of any auditory or visual device, or of

any other medium appealing to other senses which helps students to

grasp a fact, an Idea, a concept, or an attitude." Multlsensory aids

may help broaden the sensory experiences of the learner, Intensify Im-

pressions, give experiences in activities outside of pupils* environment,

and give experiences with concrete things. The senses of smell, touch.

Wellington and Wellington, o£. C&., pp. 121-139.

2lbld .. p. 141.
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t«*te, sight, and hearing can be used advantageously in the home

economics classroom. The senses of smell and taste are used fre-

quently in experiences with foods and the sense of touch is used in

clothing and home furnishings experiences, among others. Some of the

Important multlsensory aids the teacher may use are the chalkboard,

film, television, slides, tapes, records, magazines, bulletin boards,

and field trips. This technlc may be of value to awaken interest and

enthusiasm for a new topic. And in research, multlsensory aids may

be used to provide information needed to solve defined problems.
1

Since It may involve experimentation, research, testing, and

analyzing, the laboratory technlc is one of the most common technics

used in accomplishing the research or the experimentation step to

solving problems. The teacher's role in the laboratory is to guide

and assist, not to work for the pupil. To be effective, the laboratory

must be well organized and the pupils need to understand how to use

materials. The teacher may want to make use of demonstrations during

the laboratory. Some educators claim that a good demonstration ie as

effective as pupil experience, especially if tine and money must be
2

considered.

The communications technlc applies to the help a teacher gives

to pupils directly in reading, writing, and speakingi it does not apply

to supervision of general discussion. In solving problems pupils will

need to read accurately, and in forming hypotheses most pupils will need

llbid., pp. 140-160.

2lbid.., pp. 161-183.
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to write a summary or report on paper. Also during the problem

solving process most pupils will be asked to speak publicly. Every

alert teacher teaches reading, writing, and public speaking in his

classes.

The small group technlc can help pupils to feel successi It may

give them a sense of belonging, and often encourages them to think to-

gether about important matters. The teacher can be an active participant

in the small group as a background and resource person. She should re-

frain from interrupting, but should correct obvious errors In pupll-

2
presented Information.

Spafford concluded that when the small group technlc is used

teacher guidance should be available when and as It Is needed. Some

pupils will need more than others, and not all will need the same kind.

It Is Important for the teacher to lend guidance at the right moment,

to ask the question which brings to light an unrecognized problem, to

give the suggestion which clears up the difficulty, and to point to

. u ,
3

sources of help.

The lecturing technlc Is one way to accomplish some of the steps

of problem solving and It can be more effective and efficient at times

than the discussion or group approach. At the last steps of problem

solving and in forming judgments the teacher can use the lecturing

1 Ibid.., pp. 184-201.

Wellington and Wellington, ££. clt .. pp. 202-218.

3Spafford, 0£. clt.. p. 287.
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technic to summarise for the pupils. It does not have to be a teacher

centered technlc because the pupils may have requested a lecture to

help them with a particular difficulty. From the lecture the pupils

may gain valuable information and attitudes which will help them go

ahead to the next step of problem solving.
1

Other opportunities to use the problem solving approach are

provided in learning experiences such as the case study, the socio-

guidrama, and the pantomine. The case study approach can be used to

focus attention on a specific problem or incident. A case chosen may

be real or imaginary, but it must be typical for the given situation.

The case is presented, problems are identified, then care is taken to

discover various ways to find a solution. Pupils can be involved in

a discussion following the case study and generalizations can be formu-

lated in order to arrive at appropriate solutions.

Socio-guldramas are short plays that present real-life problems.

They define a specific conflict or problem, but do not give answers.

The purpose of the guidrama is to stimulate open discussion in a group.

It helps to bring understanding of the other person's point of view

and to motivate the individual to work out his own solutions to his

problems.

Pantomine is a variation of role playing that incorporates

gestures, facial expressions, and vivid action to take the place of

words In the portrayal of situations and characters. It may be used

Wellington and Wellington, o£. cit . , pp. 219-236.
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in the classroom to 1st the pupils express their feelings and actions

without words. To be effective the pantonine should be used with a

purpose in mind so that it does not result in merely a game.

Implications for the Teacher

There is much opportunity for use of a variety of effective

teaching techniques in the home economics classroom. Each of the

technics described above can be used in various ways. If the teacher

uses variety and creativeness in her presentation of the problems for

class, pupils learn more effectively. Since home economics deals so

closely with the life of pupils, problem situations in the classroom

can be made realistic enough so that pupils can identify them with

their own problems.

It seems important that the pupil be started early in life to

learn to think and to solve problems. Abraham indicated that the

ability to think does not come naturally, nor can It be yelled or

screamed into development. He emphasized the importance of the family

setting for the child's development in problem solving and gave some

simple guldeposts for parents. It seems that these could be adapted

for the teacher's use also. Abraham urged parents to let children

ask, talk, and converse. When people readily admit their own limita-

tions, the child seems to ask more, think more, and respect them more.

He statedi "It's a wise adult who knows when to stop and when to refer

to another person, encyclopedia, or a child's own analysis." Perhaps

ll». Abraham, "Helping Children Think," Todays Health, XXXIX
(June, 1961), 16.
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tocher. would be wise to follow these procedures, also. They can

bring up problem, of Interest to pupil, and ask then stimulating

question, .uch as, "Are you sure?" and "What makes you think w?"

Burton et al. indicated that the educator*, task involved

aiding the individual to transform whatever natural capacity he had

into training the processes of thought. The Individual could be

helped to avoid making errors in thinking that lead to prejudice,

and to develop respect for thinking and a willingnes. to engage in it.
1

Hall and Paolucci explained that If the home economic, classroom

was to help the pupils make Intelligent choice, the opportunity for

making choice, must be part of the daily clas.room routine. They be-

lieved It -as the teacher's task (l) to help pupil, income aware of

problems that normally need to be solved In family livlngi (2) to

help them think through alternative means for arriving at a solution

and finding Information and knowledge essential to the intelligent

choice of a solutioni and (3) to help them see the neces.lty for aa.um-

ing responsibility for the consequence of their choice of solution.

Teaching of the problem solving process is feasible in any number of

classroom experiences. A home economics teacher can help pupils become

aware of some of the many decisions homemakers must make daily and at

the same time help them to recognize the process used to solve problems

related to personal and family living.
2

JBurton, Kimball, and Wing, 0£. cj£., p. 273.

Hall and Paolucci, o£. c££., p. 121.
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Spafford reminded us that problem solving begins with the recog-

nition of problems. Frequently a teacher has to be extremely tactful

in bridging the gap between school learning and the real problems

pupils »zt facing in their lives. The teacher can often use hypotheti-

cal cases, true to life, to introduce problems that are sensitive.

Spafford cautioned that too often the teacher provides pupils with all

they need to Insure them against any difficulties. This will make for

smooth-running classes and good classroom products, but it does not

help the pupil develop the ability to recognize and solve problems.

Pupil independence should be encouraged as rapidly as the pupils can

use it intelligently. Spafford concluded:

The classroom, however, also offers many situations which
are accurate indicators of the direction of learning. The
girl who questions statements of classmates and teachers, the
reading she does, family and community practices; who brings
problems to class for solution; who suggests sources of help
In overcoming difficulties; and who calls attention to acts
of poor judgment on her part has made much progress in ac-
quiring the ability to direct her own learning after formal
schooling is over.

The aim is a behavior pattern which shows itself in a
desire to keep on learning. This should be accompanied by
the ability to recognize problems and use the learning one
has and to seek learning as it is needed to solve these prob-
lems. No fixed pattern of living can be learned now or later.
Life changes too rapidly for fixed patterns to have value.
The goal is rather a person able to direct his own conduct in
ways personally and socially desirable. 1

Williamson and Lyle suggested that if the teacher sought to de-

velop the pupils' ability to solve life's problems she could use

certain steps In teaching for the development of problem solving

Spafford, 0£. cit.. p. 216.
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ability. These step* that she could follow were (1) to guide the

pupil* into problem situations; (2) to lead them to want to solve

these problems; (3) to make sure they understand the situation; (4)

to stimulate them to find the information; (5) to make sure they

consider each fact and principle carefully; (6) to guide them in

finding a solution which is their own; (7) to guide them in checking

on the validity of their solution; and (8) to guide them in applying

the solution to similar situations. If these steps were utilized

effectively the teacher could become more effective in helping stu-

dents think clearly and to solve problems without excessive difficulty.

Peterson summed up the teacher's role in helping pupils to learn

to solve problems this way;

Pupil initiative and pupil activity, together with the
guidance of a capable teacher appear to be essential to the
effective learning of thinking skills. Direct definite
training toward the development of a problem solving atti-
tude appears to be more productive of the desired results
than extensive training in subject matter, readings, or
regular classroom Instruction of the traditional type only.

II. NEEDS OF PUPILS FOR MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING

Problems of Individuals in Today's Society

The twentieth century is commonly referred to as the century of

change. Dixon wrote, "The present change in the life of man seems to

Williamson and Lyle, ££• clt .. pp. 130-131.

2Peterson, o£. clt.. pp. 29-30.



have particular Important:* because It has been, we believe, brought

about not by divine guidance but through the application of man's In-

tellect and knowledge In the solution of man's problem*." The change

and trends In recent years do have an effect on each Individual and the

problems the individual will be forced to meet. The educator who re-

alizes these changes and can analyze some of the problems brought about

because of these changes, will be better able to guide the pupil In real

learning.

Dixon realized that in order for a change to occur In a technologi-

cal age, knowledge must be coupled with power. Two kinds of power,

physical and Intellectual are Important. In both of these powers there

have developed resources such as the printing press, the library, and

human mobility that place Information, and the opportunity for dealing

with information Intellectually and practically, outside of the control

of the individual and the family unit. Decreasingly is the family a

unit that can physically and intellectually sustain itself and determine

the individual destinies of Its members or the direction of the culture.

Dixon pointed out that significant trends are toward urbanization, better

health services, unemployment and leisure time, concern for education,

and change in woman's role. He urged:

These changes In family organization need to be taken
into account by parents, planners, and professionals to
the end that benefits of the cultural evolution of man
may be widely dispersed through the population. We need

Uames P. Dixon, "Our Changing Eocietyi Impact on Families,"
Journal of. Home Economics . LV (September, 1963), 495.
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not fear that taking these changes into account will destroy
the family. It is the considered view of most anthropologists
that the family is the most ancient of human social institu-
tions and that in some form or other it will survive. 1

Three problems brought about by change are directly related to this

study and will be discussed here—the age for marriage today, the

changing roles of women, and divorce.

iarl Y marriages. Marriage at too early an age may have obvious

disadvantages from a practical standpoint. The fact that a person is

young may not mean that he is immature, but to marry while one is very

young may cause some problems which would not arise if the person were

older when he married. Landls and Landis wrote that since parents often

do not feel that their child Is ready for marriage they may be more

likely to interfere In the marriage. They felt that "in-law friction"

often occurs because couples may have to live with parents and because

one or both of the young couple may be emotionally dependent upon parents.

Another problem of early marriage discussed by Landis and Landis was

that of financial pressure. If education has to be interrupted because

of early marriage, earning ability may be Impaired. This lack of educa-

tion may set a limit on the income of the couple all through their
o

future.

In early marriages, as compared with those entered Into a fen

years later In life, the partners sometimes show less understanding of

iDixon, p£. clt.. p. 500.

2Judson T. Landis and Mary G. Landis, Personal Adjustment .

'ferriage and Family Living , pp. 150-152.



and less sympathy for aach other's needs and problems because they are

coping with personal problems that might have been solved If they had

married later. Marriage raises a particularly difficult problem for

the teenage girl who Is suddenly removed from her school activities

and, most Important of all, deprived of the stimulation of dally

studies. Most phases of the family cycle are accelerated for this

girl, children may come earlier and the last child frequently marries

when she (the mother) Is still very young. She will have a longer

period after her children leave home and may not be prepared to spend

this time wisely since she may have little education to prepare her for

the world of work. These are some of the problems faced as a result of

early marriage.

The employed woman. The role of women in our culture is changing

and these changes may have a big influence on family life. Dixon cited

the smaller family size and earlier end to child-bearing as providing

Increasing opportunity for women to plan careers outside the home. He

doubted whether a working homemaker can fully fulfill the role of mother.

Because empathy is an Important characteristic of family life, he be-

lieved that the shift of women's interest from the home to community

and job may make for less family empathy.

There are many problems involved when the wife works outside the

home. These must be faced by the individual couple. Duvall believed

that there were two major problems to consider. One was the prejudice

^ixon, 0£. cit. , p. 499.



against working wives that the wife, hex husband, their family, and

friends may have. The second was the problem of being able to adjust

to being home when the time comes for the wife to assume the responsi-

bilities of full-time wife and mother.

Duvall stated that the budgeting of time and energy may be a

problem where both the man and wife work. If the wife carries a full

time job, she often finds herself overworked with the responsibilities

that are hers at home. Even though the husband helps with certain home

tasks, couples must work out the routines and methods of getting things

2
done with a minimum of strain. If both the man and the wife work there

is also the problem of setting up a functional, workable budget. If the

entire earnings of both are used to meet current living expenses, there

is a real financial problem when the first baby comes. Living expenses

will Increase and Income may suddenly be cut, perhaps almost in half.

Duvall and Hill mentioned other problems of working wives. One

problem was that the wife was not making a real profit from her employ-

ment. Her expenses. Including possible additional clothing, transporta-

tion, higher taxes, and restaurant meals, may actually be higher than

her income. A more serious problem was the charge that if the wife and

mother works the husband and children are neglected. Maladjustments and

delinquencies often are blamed upon the working mother. It is true that

children of working mothers may get less attention from the mother, but

It is not necessarily damaging to the childrens* development and growth.

Evelyn Mlllls Duvall, Family Living , p. 236.

2Ibid .. p. 265.
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Research finding* indicate that the value of the relationship between

mother and child is more important to the child's development than is

the amount of time she spends with the child.

Another problem Duvall and Hill listed was the effect of outside

employment on the husband-wife relationship. If the husband has an

emotional need to dominate, the working wife may be a threat to his

status. In addition, if the wife's salary is higher than her husband's,

he may feel inferior.

Besides the problems that working presents to married women

there are the problems it presents to single women. One effect of the

similarity of roles recognized by Landis is that the competitive re-

lationship developed In the work world may be carried over Into court-

ship. Jealousy and competition may hinder romance. Love requires

sharing and helpfulness rather than a constant attempt to outdo each

other. Many friendships between sexes break up because of competition

between the roan and the woman.'" Some men fear that a woman who has had

experience as a wage or salary earner may not be satisfied with the

often less exciting role of wife and mother and that she will miss her

Job. This may lead some men to avoid dating women who work. These are

some of the common role changes that may create problems for married

couples.

Evelyn M. Duvall and Reuben Hill, Being Married , pp. 231-233.

2Paul H. Landis, Your Marriage and Family Living , p. 66.



Divorce. One means for escaping from an unpleasant marital

situation Is divorce. However, divorce does not remove problems. It

presents a new set of problems In exchange for the old. The problems

that a divorced person faces may seem far away and unimportant to the

one who is emotional about the marital trouble, but In reality divorce

requires as much adjustment as marriage requires. The adjustment In

divorce may be harder to make because there Is one person instead of

two and there are likely to be no rewards like the ones that come in

marriage. Landls and Landls summarized some of the problems that may

be confronted after divorcet

1. The person still will have to live with himself or
herself. If he or she Is discontented, Inwardly Insecure,
or distrustful and suspicious of others, these traits will
cause just as much trouble whether the person is married or
single.

2. The divorced person faces a serious readjustment of
his personal life. Marriage Is a cooperative affair. Even
two who do not get along very well together will become more
dependent upon each other emotionally than they may realize.
It Is often a serious emotional shock to try to adjust again
to living as a single person, alone, after having been married.

3. Divorce requires great changes In one's social life.
It becomes necessary to make new friends and to find new
interests ....

4. Divorce creates or increases financial problems for
both men and women. The woman must now plan for her own
support and provide for her future economic security. Ali-
mony is seldom sufficient to allow freedom from financial
worries ....

b. The woman faces a necessity for reorganizing her entire
life, what to do with her time may become a problem.
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6. Both will almost unavoidably suffer emotionally
from the divorce. 1

Landis and Landis indicated that divorce was almost always painful

for children; they experience loss of security. The child's main problem

was to achieve peace within himself and to accept the situation with a

minimum of emotional turmoil. It is hard for the child not to

take sides in the conflict between his parents. Sometimes the child

suffers from the necessity of living with one parent and not being able

2
to see the other.

Paul Landis agreed that the effects of divorce on the child may

be tremendous. The divorce action itself is nearly always a terrible

ordeal for the child. Divorce often drags through a series of legal

quarrels, centering upon which parent is to have custody of the child.

After custody is awarded, the child's parents may continue to be bitter

against each other. And if the parent given custody remarries there is

the problem of a stepparent. Adjusting to a stepparent is not an easy

thing for the child. In some remarriages there are also new brothers

and sisters to adjust to in the family. Landis cited other consequences

of divorce besides those to the children. The couple themselves suffer

greatly. Divorce is often followed by bereavement similar to that

following the death of a mate. Often there is the sense of guilt from

the feeling that maybe the marriage could have been saved. Since divorce

lJudson T. Landis and Mary G. Landis, Personal Adjustment . Marriage
and Family Living , pp. 294-296.

2jbid., pp. 297-298.
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It being accepted more freely today there are fewer social complica-

tions following divorce than formerly, but there is still the problem

of sex tensions, loneliness, and uncertainty about status among friends

and relatives in work and in social situations. So the shocks and

adjustments of divorce and the resulting effects are likely to be

many, even when divorce seems to be the only possible solution for the

marriage problem*

Pupils need to recognize some of the problems that arise in early

marriage, changing roles of women, and divorce* These problems of to-

day's society may be their problems in the near future. The success of

their lives depends upon meeting and solving family problems similar to

these effectively.

Developing Courses in Marriage and Family Living

In family living classes the problem solving method may often be

difficult to utilize effectively, since the solutions to problems do not

bring tangible results as they do in food preparation or clothing con-

struction. However, there are numerous ways to present a problem to a

class such as through skits, role-playing, socia-guldramas, case studies,

analysis of situations, panel discussions, questionnaires, open-end

sentences, and others. If these are used to present realistic situations

the pupils can often identify closely enough to solve their own problems

or to apply the solutions later in life.

Paul H. Landis, Your Marriage and Family Living , pp. 346-349.



If the teacher is to present helpful problem situations In class

she will want to become familiar enough with her pupils to recognize

their needs. There are several ways that she may do this. Some believe

that observation of pupils to become aware of their feelings is the best

way. Observation as a tool can be valuable to the teacher who observes

in an objective manner. It may be Ineffective when subjective Judg-

ments are based on insufficient evidence. Other methods that may be

used to become acquainted with the pupils are by studying cumulative

records, the written autobiography, and the use of questionnaires and

sociograms.

After the teacher becomes familiar with the general needs of her

pupils she will try to determine the more specific objectives of the

unit she is preparing to teach. The developmental tasks Havlghurst

identified in Human Development and Education and Duvall restated In

Family Development may help the teacher in determining objectives for

learning in a marriage and family living class. Duvall listed the

sixth developmental task of the teenager as preparing for marriage

and family life. She identified specific learning goals for the teenager

as follows!

Enjoying the responsibilities as well as the privileges
of family membership.

Developing a responsible attitude toward getting married
and having a family.

Acquiring knowledge about mate selection, marriage, home-
making and childbearing.

Learning to distinguish between Infatuation and more
lasting forms of love.
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Developing a mutually satisfying personal relationship
««lth a potential mate through processes of dating, going
steady, effective courtship, and becoming involved with a
loved one.

Making decisions about the timing of engagement, marriage,
completion of one's education, fulfillment of military service
requirements, and the multiple demands upon young people of
marriageable age-

Becoming ready to settle down into a home of one's
own. 1

Cosgrove believed that two primary goals should motivate the

teacher in a family life course. One is to help the pupil gain self

understanding by seeing his behavior and that of others in terras of

needs and desires. The other goal is to prepare the pupil for marriage

2
and parenthood. Longworth came to somewhat the same conclusion. He

wrotei "Repeatedly the goals of marriage education are stated as in-

struction designed to contribute to more stable and happy marriages."
3

Another idea that is basically the same Is reported by Landis. "Actually

we are Interested in marriage education to raise the level of happiness

in marriage, to Improve mental health, to raise the quality of parent-

hood, and to provide a climate for healthier personality growth."
4

1Evelyn Duvall, Family Development , p. 296.

^arjorle Cosgrove, "School Guidance for Home and Family Living,"
Marriage and Family Living . XIV (February, 1952), 26.

3Donald E. Longworth, "Critique of Attempts to Evaluate Marriage
Teaching," Marriage and Family Living . XV (November, 1958), 311.

4Judson T. Landis, "The Challenge of Marriage and Family Life
Education, Marriage and Family Living . XIX (August, 1957), 249.
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In a study by Brown of ninth, eleventh and twelfth grade pupils

from Indiana and Florida high schools over a ten-year period it was

found that there are certain family living problems with which pupils

indicated a great concern. Questions were asked by the high school

pupils in the eleventh and twelfth grades about such problems In

marriage and family living as the followingi

4. Problems concerning parking, necking, kissing, pettingt
when, how much, right or wrong, how to avoid it.

5. Problems concerning love, infatuation, characteristic
qualities of emotional maturity.

6. Lack of adequate factual information concerning physical
and sexual processes and functions, such as menstruation and
sexual intercourse.

7. Problems concerning ethioal behavior and sex problemsi
right or wrong of premarital Intercourse; what about the person
who has had premarital intercourse! general conduct.

8. Problems concerning engagementi length of engagement;
preparation for marriage; timing; marriage in service; personal
relationship with fiance.

9. Marriage problems; age; religious differences; divorce;
housekeeping budget; legal problems; children.

10. Problems concerning vocations, careers; desire of some
not to marry; happiness and success of single persons or of
those who combine careers and marriage. 1

The objectives and purposes mentioned in the above section should

receive careful consideration by the individual teacher. After careful

study of needs of pupils and the problems or concerns expressed in the

1Douglass Brown, "Helping Teen-agers with Their Family Living
Problems," Marriage and Family Living , XXI (November, 1959), 390.



particular field of study, the educator can progress to make specific

objectives for her unit.



CHAPTER III

THE EXPERIMENTAL UNIT

The unit developed and taught experimentally to twelfth grade

pupils In this study was entitled "V>hen You Marry." As life becomes

more complicated in modern society, the Importance of preparation for

marriage and family living is more readily understood. Landls statedi

There are several reasons for the belief of many educators
that Instruction in family life is a necessary part of the
high school education of the young person who is to be an
effective individual In society:

1) People are marrying at an earlier age than they have
at any time In the past. Therefore, they not only need more
Information to make this adjustment successfully but they
need the information earlier.

2) Young people are exposed to more mass media which give
them a distorted viewpoint of the family, dating, mate selection,
marriage, and parenthood.

3) Changed patterns of living make it necessary for the
young person of today to make more moral decisions in a shorter
span of time than did his parents and grandparents when they
were adolescents.

4) Young people are inquisitive and eager for information
pertaining to their personal lives and human relations. If
they do not find answers that give them wholesome attitudes,
they will seek and find answers elsewhere that may have an
unwholesome effect on their lives now or in the future.

1

Skill in achieving and maintaining effective and satisfying marriage

and family relationships appears to be of major concern in families and

of importance to home economics pupils today.

*Paul Landis, j£. clt.. preface v.



I. OBJECTIVES FOR THE UNIT

It it important that the teacher understand her pupils and that

she know the field in which she is teaching before she can determine

the objectives of the unit. After careful study of both she can proceed

to develop objectives. Tyler stated that "The most useful form for stat-

ing objectives is to express them in terms which identify both the kind

of behavior to be developed in the student and the content or area of

life In which this behavior Is to operate." Since an objective that

meets these criteria has the two dimensions of behavior and content,

Tyler used a two-dimensional chart to express objectives. Tyler's chart

contained seven types of behavioral aspects In his examplei

1. Understanding of Important facts and principles.

2. Familiarity with dependable sources of information.

3. Ability to Interpret data.

4. Ability to apply principles.

5. Ability to study and report results of study.

6. Broad and mature interests.

2
7. Social attitudes.

In developing the objectives for the unit "When You Marry" five

of these aspects were used.

From this two-dimensional chart, five specific objectives for the

unit, "When You Harry" were developed)

1Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principles ojf_ Curriculum and Instruction ,

p. 30.

2lbld .. p. 32.
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Two-dimensional Chart for Stating Objectives
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3. Ability to apply
principles

Broad and mature
interests

5. Social attitudes

Practices habits that

will benefit in be-
coming and selecting

a satisfying mate

Recognizes the im-

portance and purpose
of the engagement
period

Is able to apply
principles in meet-

ing responsibilities
of marriage

Recognizes stage of

maturity which indi-

cates that one is

ready for final mate
selection

Develops broad and

mature interests

concerning engage-

ment period

Develops mature
attitude about

marriage and sex

Recognizes attitudes
of society that affect
mate selection

Realizes expectations
of society for the
engaged couple

Is aware that marriage
is something sacred

and not completely for

own selfish fulfill-
ment

Learns principles
that apply in

making adjustments
in marriage

Learns principles
to use in working
out satisfying roles

in marriage

Realizes that

marriage partners

that grow in maturity
make adjustments

easier

Appreciates role
that is expected of

wife in marriage

Realizes that adjust-
ments in marriage affect

more people than married

couple themselves

Recognizes effects hus-

band and wife roles will

have on family and

society

Is able to apply
problem solving
techniques in meeting
common problems in

marriage

Is able to solve

problems that may
arise in becoming
established in

community

Respects the rights

and privileges of

each member

Enjoys broad and

mature interests
concerning community

living

Develops desirable
social attitudes con-

cerning divorces

Develops desire to aid

in actions that con-

tribute to community
welfare



1. To understand important facti and principles in relation to

marriage and its problems of adjustment.

2. To be aware of and show growth in developing characteristics

that will contribute to a happy married life.

3. To grow toward the maturity that indicates one is ready to

meet the many responsibilities of married life.

4. To gain skill in the processes of problem solving Involved

in creating and developing desirable family relationships.

5. To be familiar with dependable sources of information to

help with marriage and community problems.

II. LESSON PROBLEMS FOR THE UNIT

After the objectives for a unit were carefully determined, the

Investigator began to identify lesson problems that would guide pupils

toward these objectives. Williamson and Lyle gave six guide questions

that a teacher might use to evaluate her choice of problem situations for

her classi

1. Is the problem of keen interest to ray class?

2. Does it fit a needi is there a desire to solve it?

3. Will it be a challenge to most of the group, yet not

be too difficult?

4. Will it demand real thinking?

5. Does it call for thinking in a situation similar to

that in which such a problem would be faced in life by

these pupils?



6. Will It lead into a learning experience that should

be developed?

Thit unit was structured to provide pupilt with opportunities

to recognize the need for and to practice the application of the problem

solving process. Each aspect of the unit was stated as a lesson problem

and these are given in sequential order below. Appropriate objectives,

generalizations, learning experiences, and situations for evaluations

were developed for each lesson problem. Generalizations stated are

Indicative of those to be recognized by pupils. Situations for evalua-

tion are suggested as a guide to the teacher In evaluating pupil growth

and development dally.

^Williamson and Lyle, 0£. cit. , p. 109.
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CHAPTER IV

TEACHING-LEARNING RESULTS

Teaching-learning results fox the unit were examined through the

use of the "Marriage Situations Analysis" test and the "V.'atson-Glaser

Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form AH."

I. MARRIAGE SITUATIONS ANALYSIS TEST

The "Marriage Situations Analysis" test (MSA) mas structured

to measure the pupil's ability to think critically about marriage

problem situations* The test was administered on a test-retest basis.

Three purposes for pretesting adapted by Peterson from Wellington and

Wellington apply herei

1. To assess pupils' ability to think critically
about family problem situations.

2. To assist pupils to perceive the field of study
and its meaning to them.

3. To make pupils aware of problems in the area of study.

The test was administered after the completion of the unit for

two purposes stressed by Wellington and Wellington and stated by

Peterson asi

1. To assess growth In understanding and in ability to
think critically about family problem situations.

2. To assess growth in knowledge of subject matter
in the unit. 2

^Peterson, og.. clt .. pp. 128-129.

Zlbld.. p. 129.
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The grading of the MSA was done by the teacher of the unit after

both tests were administered. The pretest did not serve as a guide to

the teacher in developing the unit. If the teacher was made aware of

pupil responses on the pretest It was felt that she might "teach to the

test." Since change in attitudes and gain in skill in problem solving

were more important as results of this unit than was total score earned

by pupils, the pretest served the three purposes identified above. The

teacher constructed an answer sheet containing types of responses for

which credit would be given and for which credit would not be given.

Thus this decision was made prior to reading the test papers, .vhile It

must be admitted that this method of scoring was subjective in nature,

it will be obvious to the reader that all responses could not be antici-

pated. Wellington and Wellington statedt

The scoring of the essay test Involves a subjective
Judgment on the part of the teacher, but the objective
test is subjective in the selection of items. All forms
of evaluation involve some subjective judgments, and
although both kinds can promote thinking, many students
and teachers feel that the essay test promotes more
critical thought. 1

All pupils earned higher scores on the retest than on the test*

The mean improvement on the retest was 9.72 out of a possible 103 points.

Raw scores on the test ranged from 54 to 87; on the retest from 59 to

96 (Table I).

"Converted" scores, all based on 100, made for greater ease of

comparison between and among test parts than did raw scores. These

"converted" test scores ranged from 56 to 90| retest scores ranged from

Wellington and Wellington, ££. clt.. p. 294.
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61 to 99 (Table II). Score* presented In the following discussion

of test-retest result* refer to raw score points unless otherwise

indicated.

Pupils' score change* were considered Important in indicating

changed pupil behavior; however, analysis of quality of pupil response

was noted as a more clear and direct Indication of change. There was

evidence of growth toward the objectives stated for the unit. Changes

noted in the quality of pupil response indicated growth and development

in ability to meet and solve problems in a marriage situation.

Appraisal of responses to each part of the "Marriage Situations

Analysis" test (MSA) serves to illustrate certain changes in quality and

depth of learning.

MSA Part I. Knowledge of Terms

This part of the test was structured to assess pupils' knowledge

of terminology in the area of marriage and family. Pupils were to

answer true or false to each statement and if false they were to cross

out the Incorrect word and place the correct word in the blank at the

left of the statement.

Ten of the eighteen pupils showed test-retest improvement on

Part I, five maintained the same scores three regressed (Table I). The

mean score on the test was 10.4 and the mean score on the retest was

11.3. This showed a mean Improvement of .9 on the retest. This was

true even though five pupils maintained the same score and four pupils

regressed.
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Item 6 "Petting" was mined on both administrations by tan

pupils; four pupils answered It correctly both times (Table III).

Two pupils Improved and two pupils regressed. Item 6 thus appeared

to be the most difficult Item for the pupils.

Pupil received the highest test score on Part I and maintained

a perfect score on the retest. She ranked first on the DAT^being in

the ninety-five percentile on numerical ability and ninety percentile

on verbal reasoning.

2 responded in class frequently with Intelligently phrased

questions and answers. She seemed quite interested in this unit and

seemed more attentive during it than she had during previous units.

She was rather reserved in her relations with the remainder of the

class and was not accepted as a leaden however, pupils seemed to

respect her contributions to class.

The pupil who rated the lowest on Part I was E. She regressed

from the raw score of 6 on the test to 1 on the retest. She maintained

the lowest total score on both the test and retest. On the test she

wrote an answer for twelve out of fifteen of the questions. On the

retest she attempted to answer only two of the questions; one of these

was incorrect. Pupil E ranked next to the lowest in the class on the

DAT, her percentile on the VR+NA being ten.

It appeared that E did little reading or other preparation for

class. She handed in all written assignments that were due. Out of

the total thirty-four days during the tests and the presentation of

the unit, E missed four days. Two months previous to this time she had

missed several days of school to be married. Because major learnings

iGeorge K. Bennett, Harold G. Seashore, Alexander G. Wesman,
ntlal Aptitude Tests.Differential Aptitude Tests



TABLE III

TEST-RETE5T SUCCESS ON PART I,

KNOWLEDGE OF TERMS "MARRIAGE SITUATIONS ANALYSIS"

, nu;.ihhr OF PUPILS*
HEM i Incorrect i

Eoth Times i

i Correct
i Both Time*

I

i Improved i Regressed

1 00 15 02 01

2 05 11 02 00

3 00 15 02 01

4 00 16 00 02

5 00 11 03 04

6 10 04 02 02

7 02 10 03 03

8 02 13 02 01

9 00 16 00 02

10 08 00 10 00

11 09 04 03 02

12 02 16 00 00

13 00 14 02 02

14 05 08 03 02

IS 01 12 04 01

'Eighteen pupils.
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In this unit were planned for pupil* looking ahead to marriage, pupil

E may not have had a high degree of interest in it.

MSA II. Recognition of Problems

This part of the test mas structured to assess pupils' ability

to identify problems that might arise because of described marriage

situations. Pupils were asked to list four problems which might arise

because of circumstances presented in each marriage situation.

One of the steps of problem solving Is to recognize that a

problem exists and another step is to define the problem. It appeared

that this part of the test would begin to reveal pupils' ability to

recognize and define a problem. Situations described in the five

items were intended to be realistic and typical of marriage problem*

today.

Credit was given for responses which appeared to be relevant

to the situations In the test item. The definition for "relevant"

In this study was that developed by Peterson.

"Relevant" • • • responses were those which were Judged
to have close logical relationship with and importance to
the matter under consideration or an Immediate and direct
bearing on the matter at hand* 1

No credit was given if the pupil stated what "should be done", since

the purpose of thi* part of the test was to appraise ability to recog-

nize and define problems only. When similarity between two responses

was noted, credit was given for only one respont*.

^Peterson, o£. clt .. p. 146.



In general, pupils showed Improvement In ability to recognize

problems from the test to the retest. The group mean was raised 3.5

points, from 12.3 to 15.8. Fifteen of the eighteen pupils lmprovedi

two pupils maintained the same score) and one pupil regressed. Score

improvement ranged from 1 to 7 points. Three pupils improved their

scores 7 points each.

Responses of six pupils tended to be Incomplete on the test.

On the retest all responses were Judged "complete" except those made

by one pupil. Responses on the retest seemed to be more complete and

relevant than on the test.

Pupil L earned a perfect score on Part II of the retest, improv-

ing her score 7 points. She maintained the second highest total score

on the retest. L appeared to be a sincere pupil and one who showed

leadership ability often. The remainder of the pupils respected her

judgment and her ability to make rapid progress on her projects.

Problems recognized by L tended to relate to awareness of the feelings

of both of the couple in one situation and concern for the privacy of

a young married couple in another situation. In the situation of a

divorced mother with 4 children, L showed concern for the amount of

love the girls would receive from their busy mother.

Pupil 0, earned the lowest score on Part II of the retest i how-

ever, she did Improve her score 4 points, from 9 on the test to 13 on

the retest. On the test she made 13 responses out of twenty possible,

while on the retest she made 18 responses.



She appeared to grow In hex ability to recognize problems as

evidenced by the following response* to Item fouri

Item four stated i Ralph and Karen have one child and are expect-
ing another. They were offered an acre of land In a nice neighbor-
hood in a suburb so they bought the land and started building a
house. They will have to live In the basement until they can
afford to finish the house and they have no neighbors close by.
Ralph drives 10 miles to work.

Pupil 2 Indicated the following problems!

Testi "The one child may get awful lonely without neighbors
close by."

Retesti "The one child may get lonely without any neighbors
close by."

"They may need two car*."

"Living down in the basement, going up and down the
steps may be hard on Karen."

"How big do they want to make the house?"

A* can be noted, two of the retest responses related directly to

concern about the members of the family. The last response was not a*

relevant to the situation, but did show that £ * as concerned about the

time Involved to finish the house In relation to the size of it.

Pupil G earned one of the lower scores on the test on Part II,

but improved her score 7 points for a score of 16 on the retest. She

raised her total score on the retest 15 points over the test score.

Improvement by G in quality of responses from the test to the

retest are presented herei

Item two stated i Mrs. Anderson, Bob's mother, lives with Bob
and Susie who have just recently been married. Mrs. Anderson
is only 48 years old, but she has rather poor health. Bob
works during the day so Susie has decided to quit hex Job to
be at home with Mrs. Anderson during the day.



Pupil G responded at follow*!

Test! "Can they afford to taka cara of hi* mother?"

"Would It ba beat to put hit mother In a rest home?"

"After they have had come children, will their house
be big enough?"

"After they had children would their money stretch?"

Retesti "Should they put Bob's mother in a reat home so they
won't be tied down all the time?"

"Can Susie afford to quit her job?"

"When they have children will they want a woman of
poor health around the children?"

"Bob's mother may interfere in some of their plans and
tell them what to do."

In the test, two responses given by G were concerned with money

and one with the size of the house. None of the response* showed concern

for the personal feeling of the family. In the retest G was aware that

there might be some family friction and Interference because of problems

in the home. She wa* alto concerned about the welfare of the future

children.

Learning experience* in the unit applied by pupil* to situation*

given in the retest might have contributed to the change* in quality of

the responses of pupil* noted on Part II of the MSA.

MSA Part III . Discussion of Problems

The following problem situation waa presented!

In June, Kathy and Tom plan to be married. Tom'* family 1*
Catholic and Tom attends church and church functions regularly.
Kathy'* family 1* Protestant. Har mother 1* superintendent of
the Sunday School and has always insisted that Kathy attend
each week although Kathy protests.



Pupils ware asked to make plans for Kathy and Tom's discussion

of this problem situation.

Section
J.. The first part Instructed the pupils to list things

that Kathy and Tom should discuss. This part was structured to assess

the pupils' ability to recognize problems.

The recognition and listing of three problems which would need

to be discussed appeared to be a fair expectation. Credit was given

for those problems which were considered relevant to the situation

defined. If the pupil suggested her own solution for the problem, no

credit was given since the purpose of this part of the test was to dis-

cover whether pupils could see problems which would need to be discussed.

In responses given by pupils on the test most concern appeared

to be for Kathy and Tom. They were concerned with the church the

couple would be married in, the church they would attend after marriage,

and who, if either, xould change his church and Join the other's. On

the retest the pupils broadened their concern to other members of the

family. They were concerned with the parents of Kathy and Tom and the

future children.

For example, pupil J responded on the test withi

"Will each keep their religion or will one convert?
If so, who will be the one? What do their families
think? Do they approve or disapprove of the marriage?"

On the retest her concern broadened to the children and the

community as followsi

"who, if either, will change religion? Will their
families approve? How will their children be brought
up? How will they be accepted by the community and
their churches?"



Section 2. Pupils were asked to indicate source* from which

Information might be obtained to help Kathy and Tom solve their problems-

Peterson suggested that the ability to recognize reliable sources of

information to help In solving problems Is Involved In one of the steps

of problem solving.

Pupils were given full credit here If they suggested two reliable

sources. In general, pupils' suggestions appeared to be reliable on

both administrations. Two new sources of information were contributed

on the retest and twenty-eight more responses were given on the retest

than on the test. The gain In number of sources listed may have been

a result of discussion and learnings in the unit. The most frequent

source mentioned on the test was talking to a clergyman. The second

most frequent was aether's and father's advice. On the retest mother's

and father's advice was not listed as a source as often as it was on

the test. On the retest the second most frequent source mentioned was

talking to someone who had a similar experience (Table IV).

Section 3. Pupils were asked to describe how Kathy and Tom

might feel about the problem which they faced. As Peterson suggested,

it was anticipated that responses In this section would indicate the

degree of the pupils' awareness of other Individual's feelings in a

marriage situation. Also, it was anticipated that responses would

reveal pupils' unique methods of interpretation of the feelings of in-

2
dividuals faced by this family problem.

IPeterson, oj>. clt .. p. 164-165.

2Ibld.. p. 167.



TABLE IV

SOURCES OF INFORMATION SUGGESTED BY
PUPILS TO ASSIST IN SOLVING PROBLEMS*

Talking to clergyman

Mother's or father's advice

Talking to marriage counselor

Books on subjects related to the problem

Someone who has had similar experience

Talking to friends

Talking to teacher

Talking to lawyer

Total number of sources suggested

•MSA, Part III, Section 2.

** Eighteen pupils*

Number of Pupils**
.'uqqestlnq fource

Test Retest

17

11

6

S

5

2

46

17

9

9

9

11

10

1

3

74

On the test it appeared that pupils who were of the Catholic

faith had a strong feeling that the couple's problems would be solved

if Kathy Joined Tom's church. On the retest this feeling was not as

apparent.

Pupil D indicated Tom's feelings thus:

Testi "Tom may feel that Kathy Is not too strong in her
religious beliefs and therefore have her take
instruction to see if she wouldn't be Interested
in the Catholic faith. Tom may feel that each
would be happier If they were of the same religion."
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Retesti "He too (Tom) may feel that there could and would
be in-law problems If Kathy joined hie church. He
night feel too thet if Kathy didn't believe in her
teachings that she might be more satisfied with
something else."

On the test Pupil D indicated that if Kathy changed religion

there would be no problem. On the retest she indicated that she was

aware of problams of relationship with the mother and father-in-law.

Pupil D appeared to have strong feeling for the Catholic religion. In

class discussion she answered several questions that were asked about

religion.

In class discussion, the entire class appeared to be extremely

Interested in the differences between the Catholic and Protestant

religion. This discussion and other learning experiences dealing with

differences between couples night have led pupils to increased realiza-

tion on the retest of the effects of this problem on Kathy and Ton.

Section 4. This part of the test was structured to determine

pupils' attitude toward solutions of problems. It appears that all

problems can be solved even though some are much harder to solve than

others. The question was statedi "Do you think this problem can be

solved?" One score point was given to the pupil If she answered "yes",

while no credit was given if the pupil answered "no". On the test 13

pupils believed that the problem could be solved. On the retest 16

pupils believed that the problem could be solved. This change may have

been a result of class discussion about problea solutions.



M§i £2£l JI- Abliiix Ifi Analyze C uses of Situations

This part of the te*t was structured to assess the pupil's

ability to Identify cause and effect relationships.

Peterson stated!

The ability to analyze causes of situations appears to
be basic to the ability to Identify problems and to think
critically about sources of problem situations, and thus
would be a necessary skill for successful problem solving.

In this part of the USA pupils were Instructed to Indicate the

"best" explanations for six described problem situations and to Indicate

those reasons which were "not the best". Thus, pupils were forced to

make a decision about each suggested cause. Directions stated that

there might be any number of "best" explanations for each problem

situation.

Ten pupils gained on total score from test to retesti four

maintained the same scorei four regressed. The group mean Increased

.7 on the second administration of the test. Scores on the test ranged

from 25 to 33 out of a possible 36 points. On the retest the range was

from 22 to 34. The mean score for pupils on the test was 30.2, while

on the retest It was 30.9.

Pupil F maintained a high score. However, she did well on this

portion on both administrations and on the total test both times. Her

work was commonly above average. On the DAT she ranked third among

the group. Her VR+NA percentile was eighty. She was reluctant to

respond In class, but was very attentive* When asked a question she

usually gave a precise answer.

Pupil N Improved the most on Part IV, raising her score 7 points,

from 25 to 32. Pupil N ranked very low on the DAT. Her VR+NA percentile

' Ibid ., p. 184.
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was 10. She did consistently poor work in home economics class and in

her other classes. During the thirty-four days of the unit she missed

7 days. She reported it was necessary to be absent in order to make

plans for her wedding to be held in June, after school was out. How-

ever, she appeared to be Interested in this unit because of its re-

lationship to her own marriage plans. She did reference reading work

for each day she was absent, and her earnest effort appeared to give

her an improved ability to analyze causes of situations.

M§A Part V. Pertinent Questions

This part of the test was structured to assess the pupils*

ability to see aspects of problem situations which would need to be

considered before decisions could be made concerning solutions. Pupils

were asked to Indicate four questions which should be answered before

a decision could be made in each problem situation presented.

Peterson stated that the ability to phrase questions to be

considered as a problem is solved is basic to the ability to define

problems. The ability to apply skill and knowledge to problem situ-

ations Implies that the pupil can use an abstraction, given an appropri-

ate situation in which no mode of solution Is specified.
1

Problem situations developed for this part of the MSA were

intended to be realistic and typical of marriage partners today. Credit

for responses in this part was given if questions suggested were rele-

vant.

Peterson, pja. clt.. p. 145.



A* • group, pupils improved a total of fifty-five points en

this part of the MSA, for a mean improvement of 3.1. Sixteen pupils

improved and two maintained their scores. The ram score mean on the

test was 15.8, on the retest 18.9 out of a possible score of 24. fi.nge

in raw test scores was 7 to 21 i on the retest, 13 to 23.

Responses on Part V tended to be heavily weighted with concern

for money and for living quarters. The concern for money may be related

to the fact that pupils had studied a unit on consumer education im-

mediately prior to this unit. On the retest pupils responded with

less concern for money and more concern for personal feelings of

characters Involved in the situations. All responses were not phrased

as questions, but when questions were Implied, credit was given.

Pupil C Increased her score from 13 to 15 on Part V. Her total

score on the test was 66, while on the retest it was 75. Her NA+VR

percentile on the DAT was 10. She ranked fourteenth on the DAT.

Pupil C was a quiet, reserved girl. She made no responses in

class unless she was called on. Often she gave no answer for a

relatively simple question. Her responses to item 3 of the retest

showed her concern for talking ovtz differences and having a stable

home.

Item 3i Roger and Belva have known each other since child-
hood and have been dating steadily for two years. Roger has
been drafted into the army and will be leaving for California
in 2 months. They cannot decide whether they should become
engaged and marry before Roger goes into the service or not.
What four questions would Roger and Delva need to consider
before making their decision?
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Pupil C indicated the followingi

Testi "Could they afford It right now?"

"Am thay both ready to marry?"

"If ha could gat a Job if he did stay."

Retetts "ftould thay really have the time to talk their differ-
ences out in that short a tine?"

"Would the service do him good, and so wait?"

"Wouldn't it be better to wait and have a stable home?"

"Will his Job support her?"

On this retest ltaa Pupil C responded with questions that

appeared to be more directly related to the problem than on the test*

The scope of questions on Part V appeared to broaden to include more

concern for a larger number of people.

Pupil £ improved her score from test to retest 3 points on

Part V. She improved her total score from 84 to 87, an increase of

3 points on the entire test. She showed most improvement on Part V.

On the DAT. VR+N.\, she ranked sixth in the group, her percentile being

60.

On item 4 she responded with only three questions, on the retest

she responded with four.

Item 4> Peggy and John are planning to be married in June
after they graduate from college. Peggy wants a large church
wedding so that all of their friends and relatives can be
Invited. John insists on a small wedding, what four questions
will Peggy and John need to consider before they decide which
type of wedding to have?

Pupil I responded as follows!



Testt "Whether or not they can afford a large wedding."

"They may be able to compromise by having a medium
sized wedding, or they can see why each one of them
wants the type of wedding that they Insist upon."

"Whether Peggy wants to invite all these people just
to say she had a big wedding or because she really
wants all these people invited because they are

friends."

Retesti "What type of wedding they can afford."

"Which one they will both be satisfied with."

"The time they will have to plan the wedding."

"What type of wedding their folks would like them to

have since they may be helping to pay for part of
the wedding."

On the retest Pupil 1 was concerned with the couple's parents.

She also Indicated that both Peggy and John should be satisfied with

the wedding. The retest responses appeared to show concern for more

people. Concern for realities, such as cost of wedding and time to

plan, are also evidenced on the retest. Pupil I responded in class

frequently. She appeared to be quite concerned about marriage. She

indicated that since she was not engaged, she felt that it night be

too late for her to find someone to marry.

Pupil b, however, appeared to be concerned about marriage

preparation since she was engaged to be married in June. She was a

serious-minded student. She put much effort into her assignments and

appeared to be disappointed if she did not make high grades. She dis-

played leadership ability and seemed to be well liked by her classmates.



Pupil
J3 maintain*! hex score on Part V. Responses given on both

administrations showed a certain degree of understanding of problem

situations. For example*

HfflJJi Jackie's parents disapprove of her dating Leslie so
steadily. Jackie has asked for her parents* consent to marry
Leslie but they refused her. Jackie Is a senior In high
school and Leslie is a sophomore at college. They are
seriously considering a secret marriage in another state
that does not require parents' consent. What four
questions would Jackie and Leslie have to answer before
they decide whether thev should marry secretly or not?

Pupil B Indicated the following questional

Teati "Does she really love him enough to marry him?"

"It she doing it Just out of spite against her parents?"

"mill her parents ever accept them after they are
secretly married?"

"Will the run away marriage make her parents dislike
Leslie for It?"

Reteati "Will they both finish their schooling?"

""ill Jackie's parenta ever accept their marriage?"

"Jackie should aak her parents first why they do not
approve of Leslie and her being married."

"Will this secret marriage solve their problems or
will It cauae other difficulties?"

On the teat all questions were directly concerned with Jackie

and her parents. Three of the responses Indicated concern for her

parents. On the retest she showed concern for Leslie when she asked

if they would both finish their schooling. She waa also aware on the

reteat that the secret marriage might cauae dlff icultiea instead of

solving problems. However, Pupil B did not receive credit for her

third response on the retest, since this did not satisfy the requirements

of this portion of the test.



These examples and other responses written by pupils on Part V

appeared to indicate Increased pupil awareness of problems of marriage

partners and concern for feelings of individuals in these family

situations.

In general, as measured by the "Marriage Situations Analysis"

test, pupils improved in knowledge of terms, recognition of problems,

ability to analyze causes of situations and ability to distinguish

pertinent questions in problem situations.

Other teaching-learning results that were examined are those

from class participation and written work. Responses from dally class

discussion and written work were collected and analyzed to help de-

termine pupil growth toward objectives.

II. NATSON.GLASER CRITICAL THINKING APPRAISAL

The "Critical Thinking Appraisal" was designed to provide

problems and situations which require the application of some of the

important abilities involved in critical thinking. Watson and Glaser

stated that Items on the test are mostly of a realistic type, involv-

ing problems, statements, arguments, and interpretation of data similar

to those which a citizen in a democracy might encounter in his dally

life as he works, reads the newspaper, hears speeches or participates

in discussions on various Issues. Katson and Glaser Indicated thati

The test results may be useful In evaluating a highly
significant portion of the total local curriculum. The
ability to think critically has long been recognized as
a desirable educational objective—in fact, a major goal of



instruction. If the local course of study aims to provide
for educational experiences which will develop the ability
to think critically, then the test may furnish some objective
evidence as the extent of the desired growth on the part of
the students*

1

The "Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form AH" was

administered immediately before and after the unit in the study. The

results of the retest showed a group swan loss of 2.5 points (Appendix

D). There appeared to be no direct relationship between the ability

of the pupils as shown on the DAT and the improvement or regression

shown on the "Critical Thinking Appraisal" retest. For example. Pupil

| ranked third on the DAT, but only one girl regressed more than she

on the Watson-Glaser test. Pupil C ranked fourteenth on the DAT, but

made the most improvement on the retest.

Regression noted by the group might have been due in part to

pupils' Increased desire to improve on the second test, although the

teacher was careful not to stress that improvement in test scores was

of major importance.

It is possible that group regression on the "Critical Thinking

Appraisal" was due to the short amount of time (five weeks) between

test and retest. Pupils showed Improvement in critical thinking on

the "Marriage Situations Analysis" test, probably due in part to the

fact that all learnings in the unit dealt with the area of subject

matter Included in the test. The "Critical Thinking Appraisal" does

Godwin Watson and E. U. Glaser, Watson-Glaser Critical
Thinking Appraisal Majnai, P- 2.

f



not dial with an im of subject matter, but measures general thinking

skill. A more extensive period of teaching-learning for critical

thinking might be required to show improvement in this skill on a

pencil and paper test.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Effective thinking and the ability to solve problem* can con-

tribute to stability, security, and happiness for both the individual

and society. The ability to think and to solve problems does not come

naturally. It must be developed by the Individual. The teacher plays

a significant part in this development. The problem solving process

Involves critical thinking used by the individual to find his «ay out

of • perplexing situation. The problem solving method can be useful

when teaching pupils to apply their learnings, to help them think and

to help them solve their own problems.

I. SUMMARY

Statement of Problem

The purposes In this study werei

1. To develop a unit in marriage and family living

based on identified needs of a group of twelfth

grade pupils.

2. To provide learning experiences that allowed pupils

to develop problem solving skills*

3. To evaluate learning results.

These purposes were carried out through!
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1. Cartful Investigation of pupil needs in the family

living area and the more specific marriage and family

area, plus investigation of the individual needs of

the twelfth grade pupils in the study.

2. Development of a unit entitled "When You Marry," planned

and taught with emphasis on problem solving as the means

through which learning occurred.

3. Evaluation of the quality of this learning by

available standardized tests and by a pencil and

paper test developed by the investigator.

Procedure

A review of literature was made in relation to the importance of

problem solving and its application in development of a family living

unit. The twelfth grade pupils in the group were studied through ob-

servations, reports, and the Differential Aptitude Test and needs of

these pupils in the area of marriage and family living were stated.

The unit, "When You Marry," was developed around these needs,

objectives for the unit were determined through the use of a two-

dimensional chart, and lesson problems based on pupil needs were

developed to meet the objectives for the unit. Problem solving

learning experiences were Incorporated. Recognized objectives,

generalizations, learning experiences, and situations for evaluation

were Included for each lesson problem.

A "Marriage Situations Analysis" test, developed by the

Investigator to assess pupil growth in ability to think critically



about marriage problem situations, was administered before and after

the unit was taught. The "Katson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,

Form AM" was administered before and after the unit to measure change

in certain aspects of critical thinking abilities of pupils.

Major Flndlwoa

1. There was evidence of pupil growth toward objectives of the

unit .

Understanding evidenced by pupils and their ability to use the

processes of problem solving dealing with marriage situations provided

evidence of pupil growth toward attainment of unit objectives. Re-

sponses to the "Marriage Situations Analysis" test and to daily work

provided evidence of Increased ability to thlr.k critically in problem

situations.

2. Test-retest results on "Marriage Situations Analysis "

indicated pupil gain in ability to use the processes of problem solving .

As measured by the "Marriage Situations Analysis" test, pupils

gained in knowledge of terms, recognition of problems, ability to

analyze causes of situations and ability to distinguish pertinent

questions in problem situations. All of the pupils in the group

of eighteen showed improvement on test-retest results. There was a

mean gain on all parts of the test.

3. Pupils expressed awareness of importance of the unit for

their developmant and growth .

Observations of pupil behaviors, test results, and dally work

provided evidence that pupils were more interested and attentive during



thit unit than during previous unit*. It appeared that each individual

fait that the unit was meeting many of her particular needs. Pupil*

stated that learnings in this unit seemed realistic to then and they

gained knowledge they felt they could use in the future.

*• The teacher of the unit achieved a degree of satisfaction

in her teaching not felt before .

The development and teaching of this unit and evaluation of

learning results provided a stimulating learning experience for the

teacher. Test results, pupil responses and dally work attested to

pupil growth, thus providing satisfaction for the teacher.

5 » A small decrease in mean score was noted on the "tfatson-

Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal. Form AH."

On the "Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal" there was

a group mean loss from test to retest of 2.5 score points. Regression

noted by the group might have been due in part to pupils' increased

desire to improve on the second test, although the teacher was careful

not to stress that improvement in test scores was of major importance.

II. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are made as a result of this

study!

1. Teachers who seek to assist pupils in development of thinking

skills needed for successful problem solving might base their planning

on the pupils* needs and problems. Learning experiences in the class-

room can deal with solving problems beyond the acquiring of information

only.



2. The problem solving approach can be used effectively by the

home economic! teacher In areas other than family living. The problem

solving approach Is readily adaptive to all home economics content

areas. Learning experiences based on problem solving might be used

in foods, clothing, consumer economics, child development, housing, and

home management.

3. The problem solving approach can be used earlier In the

lives of the pupils. If high school pupils were familiar with skills

needed for problem solving, their ability to do critical thinking

probably could be developed more fully in high school.

4. It appeared that the marriage and family unit taught In

this study might have been more meaningful and appropriate earlier

in the high school curriculum. Of the eighteen girls in the class,

three were married and four were engaged. Certain lessons were perhaps

not as meaningful for those who were married or engaged. If this type

of unit had been available in previous years several pupils might have

found learnings helpful as major decisions were made.

5. It appeared that time for more Individualized learning

experiences in the unit would have been beneficial to each pupil.

Individual problems, identified by pupils, might have made learning

experiences even more meaningful than they were.
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RESOURCES FOR UNIT "WHEN YOU MARRY"

BOOKS IN HOME ECONOMICS ROOM

Craig, Hazel Thompson. Thresholds to Adult Living.

Duvall, Evelyn Mlllls. Family Development.

. Family Living.

Duvall, Evelyn M. and Reuben Hill. Being Married.

. When You Marry.

Landis, Judson T. and Mary G. Landlt. Penonal Adjustment, Marriage
and Family Living.

Landlt, Paul H. Your Marriage and Family Living.

McDermott, Irene E. and Florence Williams Nicholaa. Living for
Young Moderns.

Peterson, Eleanor M. Successful Living.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

SRA PUBLICATIONS

Adams. Looking Ahead to Marriage.

Cosgrove-Josey. About Marriage and You.

Jenkins. A Guide for Family Living.

Klrkendall-Osborne. Understanding the Other Sex.

Neugarten. Becoming Men and Women.

Seashore-Van Dusen. How to Solve Your Problems.

Shanner. A Guide to Logical Thinking.

Smith. Building Your Philosophy of Life.



PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS

Duvall. Building Your Marriage.

. Saving Your Marriage.

Kirkendall. Too Young to Marry?

Mac*. What It Marriage Counseling?

:/.AC,A^IM.:c.

Practical Home Economic!

Co-ed

Good Housekeeping

Better Homes and Gardens

Seventeen
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Thlt is a test of your ability to think critically about

family problem situations. There are five parts to this test.

Your teacher will go through the directions with you. If

you have a question about what to do, ask it now. No questions

will be answered after the test begins. Follow the directions

carefully. Do exactly what is asked of you .

Do not spend too much time on any one part. Cone back to

it later if you wish. You may have as much time as you need to

write this test.
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PART 1-KNOWLEDGE OF TERMS

If the statement 1» true, writs "True" In the blank at the left of

the statement. If the atatement la not true, cross out the one word or

phraae that makes the statement incorrect and write the proper substitute

In the blank to make It true. No word which la underlined nay be changed.

EXAWLEi

_____________ Two people who have dissimilar backgrounds have a

good chance for happinesa In marriage.

,
1. One of the f irat atepa of the involvement in a

boy and girl relationship la called coquetry .

,
2. Puppy love is an example of infatuation and both

•re associated with maturity.

3. Maturity , which is a process of achieving mastery

over one's urges , is expressed through self-

lntegration.

4. During the engagement period the moral behavior

of a couple will have an effect on their later

happiness in life.

5. Intimacy Is expressed through feelings of tender-

ness and moral obligation to another person.
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_ 6. In courtship experience! necking Involves the

more Intimate forms of erotic stimulation of

those parts of %h£ body covered by_ clothing .

_ 7. The tendency of two people who have dissimilar

social traits to marry Is called hornogamy .

_ 8. Premarital refers to any condition or. situation

that takes place after marriage.

_ 9. Congeniality Involves enjoyment of common Interests

and development of Interests to Include activities

and projects that are meaningful to others.

_10. Sympathy refers to the ability to put oneself In

another person's shoes and to correctly predict

that person's feelings.

_11. Humor twists and storytelling are two conciliatory

devices that may be used in a marriage to avoid

serious conflict.

_12. Traditional parents tend to Interfere with their

married children, while developmental parents adopt

a "hands off" policy.

_13. Infidelity in a marriage suggests that one of the

couple has not found in the relationship the

satisfaction of his basic needs.
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J.A. If a couple are incompatible this means that they

axe capable of living together harmoniously.

_15. In Protestant-Catholic marriages performed by a

priest both parties are, at the present time,

required to sign an anti-nuptial agreement that

states the children must be brought up in the

Catholic faith.
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PART 2-REC0GNITI0N OF PROBLEMS

Read the Information about each situation. This is all you know

about the situation . List as many as four problems which might have to

be solved in each case because of the situation described. If you can-

not think of four problems, write as many as you can.

1. Rebecca and Dean are seniors in high school. Dean plans to attend

college In the fall after he graduates. He now has a part-time job to

make money for his schooling. The couple became engaged in December and

are planning to be married in June, two weeks after high school graduation.

Problems

1.
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2. Mrs* Anderson, Bob's mother, lives with Bob and Susie who have just

recently been married. Mrs. Anderson Is only 48 years old, but she

has rather poor health. Bob works during the day so Susie has decided

to quit her job to be at home with Mrs. Anderson during the day.

Problems

1.

2.

3.

3. Jim earns a small salary and Joan has been offered her former job

with a higher salary than Jim's. She would work 8 hours a day, 5 days

a week and spend 2 hours going and coming. Since Joan has had little

experience with a budget and does not see how Jim's small salary will

provide for them, she decides to take the job.

Problems

1.

2.

3.



4. Ralph and Karen have one child and axe expecting another. They were

offered an acre of land in a nice neighborhood in a suburb so they bought

the land and started building a house. They will have to live in the

basement until they can afford to finish the house and they have no

neighbors close by. Ralph drives 10 miles to work.

Problems

1.

4.

5. Donna has just obtained a divorce from George. She has 4 girls, aged

11, 10, 8, and 2 1/2 years. George is to pay Donna $50 a month alimony

which is just enough money to cover the house payment. He received the

family car. Donna plans to work part-time to support herself and her

four girls.

t-'rablams

1.

2.

3.

4.
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PART 3-DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS

Kathy and Tom havt decided to tit down and discuss the following

problem situation*

Problem situation i In June, Kathy and Tom plan to be married. Tom's

family is Catholic and Tom attends church and church functions regularly.

Kathy's family is Protestant. Her mother is superintendent of the Sunday

School and has always insisted that Kathy go to Sunday School each week

although Kathy protests.

1. What things should Kathy and Tom discuss?

2. Where might they get information to help in making decisions about

how to solve the problem?

3. How might Kathy and Tom each feel about this problem?

Kathy

122
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4. Do you think this problem can be solved? Rhy or why not?
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PART 4-ABILITY TO ANALYZE CAUSES OF SITUATIONS

What are the best explanation* of the causes for the situations

described below? Mark (X) those reasons which are the best explanations.

Mark (0) those items which are not the best reasons. There may be any

number of best explanations in each question.

1. Sarah has been dating both Alan and Fred for some time now and she

feels that she likes them both. Fred has asked Sarah to marry him, but

she feels that although she likes him a lot she cannot give up Alan.

( ) 1. Sarah is not mature enough to marry.

( ) 2. Sarah is in love with Fred but does not know it

because love is blind.

( ) 3. By dating both Alan and Fred, S?rah has become confused.

( ) 4. Fred is trying to rush Sarah into marriage because he

is jealous of Alan.

( ) 5. Sarah does not want to choose between Alan and Fred

because each of them give her attention that she needs

for a feeling of security.

( ) 6. Sarah is afraid of marriage because of her previous

experiences with men.
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2. Elaine and Doug have been going steady fox two years. They are both

seniors In high school now and Doug has asked Elaine to marry him before

school is out. Elaine's parents have told her she cannot marry Doug

before school is out.

( ) 1. Elaine's parents don't like Doug.

( ) 2. Elaine's parents think she may quit school If

she Is married.

( ) 3. Elaine's parents feel that she is not mature enough

to make a decision as Important as this one.

( ) 4. Doug Is being considerate of Elaine because she

wants to marry soon.

( ) 5. Elaine's parents are helping her to make her own

decisions about when to marry.

( ) 6. Doug and Elaine do not know each other well enough

to consider marriage.
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3. Vera and Joe dated for 3 months before becoming engaged 2

ago. When she accepted his ring she thought she was deeply in love

with him, but since their engagement they have had 2 major arguments.

Also Vera has found out that Joe has several faults that she had not

known about before. Vera is worried now because she thinks she does not

love Joe.

( ) 1. No one is perfect. Vera must accept some of

Joe's faults.

( ) 2. Joe is deceitful because he has been trying to

hide his faults.

( ) 3. The engagement period is a time when a couple can

become better acquainted with each other.

( ) 4. Arguments are common and can be used to help

settle differences.

( ) 5. Vera is not in love because she sees Joe's faults.

( ) 6. Vera and Joe's short acquaintanceship did not

permit them to know much about each other's

habits before they became engaged.
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4. Martha and Bill get along well and have few arguments. Martha

shows Interest In Bill's job and he helps her with dishes In the

evenings.

( ) 1. Instead of fighting Martha and Bill talk things

over together.

( ) 2. Some people just do not have problems.

( ) 3. Martha is showing interest in Bill's work to

bribe him into doing the dishes.

( ) 4. Since Martha understands Bill's work and knows

his income she is better able to budget and to

keep peace in the family.

( ) 5. Companionship is an important part of any

marriage.

( ) 6. Bill is henpecked or he wouldn't do "sissy work"

like drying dishes.
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5. Jerry has gone to Marlon to bowl with two former college buddies.

He has not seen then for 2 years. So, Sandra Is home with her parents

on her and her husband Jerry's first wedding anniversary.

( ) 1. Jerry is not considerate of Sandra.

( ) 2. Sandra is jealous because Jerry and the boys may

be around other women.

( ) 3. Jerry Is mad so he Is doing this for spite.

( ) 4. This may be the only night Jerry and his buddies

could be together for some time.

( ) 5. There has been an understanding and the anniversary

will be celebrated later.

( ) 6. Sandra Is still Immature and needs to take her

problems to her mother.
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6. John and Carolyn have asked their friends, Ralph and Mary Jane,

to gc bowling with thara on Saturday evening. Palph accepted without

first consulting Mary Jane. When Mary Jane learns of the acceptance the

refuses to go.

( ) 1. Mary Jane refused to go because she is jealous

of Carolyn.

( ) 2. Ralph is Inconsiderate of Mary Jane and her plans.

( ) 3. Mary Jane does not like to bowl with Carolyn

because Carolyn is a better bowler than she is.

( ) 4. Mary Jane and Ralph do not have common interests.

( ) 5. Mary Jane is hurt because Ralph did not consult

her before accepting.

( ) 6. Ralph accepted before consulting Mary Jane be-

cause he was afraid she would not go other-

wise.
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PART 5-PERTINENT QUESTIONS

Write four questions which should be answered before a decision

can be made in each of the problem situation* described below.

1. Alvln is a handsome man 35 years old and he is still living with

his parents in their elaborate mansion in Eastborough. He has dated

many girls and has always had all of the money that he desires. Marian

is a 26-year-old school teacher who has had few dates during her life-

tine. She lives in a furnished apartment but visits her parents on

their farm frequently. Alvin has asked Marian to go steady with him.

What four questions does Marian need to consider before making her

decision?

1.
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2. Jackie'* parent* dUapprove of hex dating Leslie so steadily. Jackie

has asked for her parent*' consent to marry Leslie but they refused her*

Jackie is a senior In high school and Leslie 1* a sophomore at college*

They are seriously considering a secret marriage In another state that

does not require parents' consent. What four questions would Jackie

and Leslie have to answer before they decide whether they should marry

secretly or not?

1*

3.
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3. Roger and Belva have known each other since childhood and have

been dating steadily for two years. Roger has been drafted into the

array and will be leaving for California in 2 months. They cannot de-

cide whether they should become engaged and marry before Roger goes

into the service or not. What four questions would Roger and Belva

need to consider before making their decision?

1.
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4. Peggy and John axs planning to be married in Juna after they graduate

from college. Peggy wants a large church wedding so that all of their

friends and relatives can be invited. John insists on a small wedding.

What four questions will Peggy and John need to consider before they

decide which type of wedding to have?

1.

2.

3.

5. Jane and Grant, who live in Kansas, are engaged to be married soon

and are planning their honeymoon. They are trying to decide where they

should go. They have dreamed of going to Hawaii, but have also con-

sidered Colorado. What four questions would Jana and Grant have to

answer before completing their honeymoon plans ?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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c. Alfred received his college degree just before he and Marge were

married! and he plant to study for hit medical degree. Marge hat just

graduated from high school. She would like to go to college, but would

need to work part time. If she decided not to go to college, she could

get a full-time job at an office and earn a good salary. t\hat four

questions *ould Vlarge have to answer before deciding whether to go to

collage or to work full time?

1.

3.

4.
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Effective problem solving and thinking can contribute to the

stability and security of life for both the individual and society.

The problem solving process involves critical thinking used by the

individual to find his way out of a perplexing situation. The problem

solving method can be Important in helping pupils to think and to solve

their own problems now and in the future.

The purposes in this study weret

1. To develop a unit in marriage and family living based

on identified needs of a group of twelfth grade pupils.

2. To provide learning experiences that allowed pupils to

develop problem solving skills.

3. To evaluate learning results.

These purposes were carried out through!

1. Careful Investigation of pupil needs in the family living

area and the more specific marriage and family area, plus

Investigation of the individual needs of the twelfth grade

pupils in the study.

2. Development of a unit entitled "When You Marry" planned and

taught with emphasis on problem solving as the means through

which learning occurred.

3. Evaluation of the quality of this learning by an available

standardized test and by a pencil and paper test developed

by the investigator.

In this study the Investigator and the teacher of the unit are

the same individual. This study was based on and patterned after



ent computed by Peterson in 1962 at the University of Wisconsin with

the author's permission.

A review of literature was made in relation to the Importance of

problem solving and its implications for a family living unit. A 6tudy

of the twelfth grade pupils in the group was made through observations,

reports, and the Differential Aptitude Test, and needs of these pupils

were identified.

The unit, "When You Marry," was developed around these needs,

objectives for the unit were determined through the use of a two-

dimensional chart, and lesson problems based on pupil needs were

developed to meet the objectives for the unit. Problem solving learn-

ing experiences were Incorporated. Recognized objectives, generalizations,

learning experiences, and situations for evaluation were included for each

lesson problem.

The "Marriage Situations Analysis" test (MSA), developed by the

Investigator to assess pupil growth In ability to think critically about

marriage problem situations, was administered before and after the unit

was taught. The "Katson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form AM" was

administered before and after the unit to Indicate change in certain as-

pects of critical thinking ability.

Major findings were as follows!

1. There was evidence of pupil growth toward objectives of the

unit. Understandings evidenced by pupils and their ability to use the

processes of problem solving dealing with marriage situations provided

evidence of pupil growth toward attainment of unit objectives. Responses



to the MSA and to dally work provided evidence of Increased ability to

think critically in problem situations included in the unit and in the

test.

2. Test-retest results on the MSA indicated pupil gain in ability

to use the processes of problem solving. As measured by the test, pupils

gained in knowledge of terms, recognition of problems, ability to analyze

causes of situations and ability to distinguish pertinent questions In

problem situations.

3. Pupils expressed awareness of Importance of the unit for

their development and growth. Observations of pupil behaviors, test

results, and daily work provided evidence that pupils were more interested

and attentive during this unit than during previous units.

4. The teacher of the unit achieved a degree of satisfaction In

her teaching not felt before. The development and teaching of this unit

and evaluation of learning results provided a stimulating learning ex-

perience for the teacher. Test results, pupil responses and daily work

attested to pupil growth, thus providing satisfaction for the teacher.

5. A small decrease in mean score was noted on the "Katson-

Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal, Form AM."


